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ABOUT US
Middle East and North Africa
Cloud Alliance is the only homegrown, vendor-agnostic industry
Association focused on
monitoring, identifying and
resolving issues around cloud
adoption in the MENA region.
MENACA strives to give the
industry a unique voice and to
provide a wide range of
stakeholders

with unbiased insights into the
region’s cloud ecosystem. Our
founding members include global
as well as regional leading
technology thought-leaders with a
vested interest in creating a
dialogue around cloud computing
and its impact on MENA’s digital
economies.

"We create TRUST in the
regional cloud ecosystem."

– @OMIDCLOUD

Cloud after
the 'Big Reset'

WHY A
ROADSHOW
The COVID-induced rush to cloud services
around the globe has drastically altered
many market analyses and trends. The
Middle East & North Africa region, too, has
witnessed some of the most remarkable
movements within the cloud ecosystem
both in response to the crisis as well as in
continuation of pre-pandemic technology
investments. While we are slowly getting
passed the virus crisis, tech industry
stakeholders are curious as to what the
status of the regional tech and cloud
industry would be after the ‘'Big Reset’’.

This creates an opportunity for MENA
Cloud Alliance - as the regional authority
on cloud computing - to engage the
regional community in an unprecedented
fashion to not only provide updates on the
underlying variables that comprise the
national cloud competitiveness, but - even
more importantly - also receive feedback
from the country-specific cloud market
stakeholders. When aggregated and put in
context methodically, this exercise should
create a holistic intelligence around the
regional cloud ecosystem as a whole in a
post COVID era.

GEOGRAPHIES
We have chosen the following nations as our roadshow destination based on our extensive primary research on
national cloud competitiveness. There are a variety of factors leading us to these three economies which will be
published in our upcoming Cloud Competitiveness Index 2022.*

OMAN

EGYPT

QATAR

Oman is no doubt committed
to the cloud and this is why it has
historically performed quite well
in our indexes. Our focus will be
on cloud regulation and cloud
skill gap in the Sultanate among
other cloud adoption hurdles.

Egypt’s standing in the
regional cloud scene has rapidly
increased in the past few years.
Our focus will be on cloudspecific policies and data
protection in the age of cloud
among other pain points.

Qatar has always been a top
performer within the regional
cloud ecosystem. Our focus will
be on data protection and cloud
regulation in the country as well
as cloud security posture among
other topics.

NOVEMBER 1 2021

NOVEMBER 29 2021

*see our website for more details: www.menacloud.org

DECEMBER 13 2021

addressing
local issues

AGENDA
KEYNOTES
1- Country official keynote
2- MENACA Intro & CCI 2022 findings

PANELS
1- Cloud regulatory landscape review:
regional and national
2- Cloud talent gap: opportunities and threats
3- Connecting to the cloud: Pain points,
recommendations, and alternatives
4- Governments: Digital transformation and
cloud
5- Security in the cloud
6- Women leading the cloud
7- Convergence: IoT, Blockchain, AI/ML,
Automation & innovation at scale)
(all panels are followed by an extended time to
receive feedback from the audiences)

THE CLOUD
COMPETITIVENESS
INDEX 2022

WORKSHOPS
1- Cloud auditing
2- SaaS elevating your DX
3- How to buy cloud for a government agency
4- AI in action

A GUAGE
MEASURING THE
HEALTH OF THE
CLOUD COMPUTING
MARKET
WWW.MENACLOUD.ORG

engaging
major ecosystem
players

AUDIENCES

POLICY MAKERS
MACRO LEVEL DECISION MAKERS

We intend to engage top-level regulators and policymakers in our discussions in
an effort to elevate cloud competitiveness within these economies.

ENTERPRISES
LARGE AND MEDIUM-SIZED ORGANISATIONS

We will attempt to address cloud adoption issues specific to these entities
including security and data residency among other things.

STARTUPS
STARTUPS AND SMALL-SIZED ORGANISATIONS

Startups are the backbones of digital economies. Our discussions and workshops
are designed to contribute to these entities.
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REGISTER HERE:
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